
Applications:
Parking structures, storage areas, shopping area walkways, entryway, and low level security.

Features

3/4inch threaded hole
support pendant mounting,wires coming 
out from the back for easier wire connections.

Housing
One piece die cast housing better 
waterproofing ,suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor application. 

Lens
Clear and frosted lens optional 
for different applications.

PIR Sensor
Optional PIR sensor allows for 
security and energy saving.

LED CANOPY

● Sealed die-casting profile for indoor and outdoor applications.

● Voltage is 120-277V & 347V.

● Lumen ouput from 3400-6150lm with efficacy up to 118lm/W.

● Optional clear lens or frosted lens as per applications.

● Increase energy savings with bi-level PIR sensor.

● Replacing 100W MH and 175W MH.

● Operating temperature is -40℃ to 40℃ (-40℉ to 104℉).

● Suitable for wet locations.

● UL/cUL wet location listed and DLC qualified.

Mounting Brackit
Suitable for J-BOX mounting, 
and easy for installation.
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ELECTRICAL DATA

DIMENSION
unit: inch/mm

76.2mm(3in)

76.2mm(3in)
157.7mm(6.21in) 409.3mm(16.11in)

279.17mm(11in)

279.17mm(11in)

Weight:

30W：5.225lbs

45W：5.335lbs

60W：5.533lbs

Weight:

30W：5.599lbs

45W：5.709lbs

60W：5.907lbs

Number
Of Drivers

Driver Current
(Amps)

Nominal Power
(W)

INPUT VOLTAGE
(V)

CURRENT
(Amps)

30 120 0.25

30 208 0.14

30 240 0.13

30 277 0.11

45 120 0.38

45 208 0.22

45 240 0.19

45 277 0.16

50 347 0.14

60 120 0.50

60 208 0.29

60 240 0.25

60 277 0.22

60 347 0.17

1 1.12

1 0.78

1 1.48

CHOOSE  YOUR OPTICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Each optic is designed for a specific purpose.The general distribution allows a wash of light in any application.
In addition,we design an optics specially for parking garage. 
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Note：The Watt is 45W when the voltage is 120-277V,while when it is 347V,the watt is 50W.

DLC Model NO.
SYSTEM WATTS VOLTAGE CCT Dimmable DLC NO. DLC Classification

4000K NO MCP0230W27V40K[D,B,W][Blank,M]C Standard

5000K NO MCP0230W27V50K[D,B,W][Blank,M]C Standard

4000K YES MCP0230W27V40K[D,B,W][Blank,M]DC Standard

5000K YES MCP0230W27V50K[D,B,W][Blank,M]DC Standard

4000K NO MCP0245W27V40K[D,B,W][Blank,M]C Standard

5000K NO MCP0245W27V50K[D,B,W][Blank,M]C Standard

4000K YES MCP0245W27V40K[D,B,W][Blank,M]DC Standard

5000K YES MCP0245W27V50K[D,B,W][Blank,M]DC Standard

4000K NO MCP0260W27V40K[D,B,W][Blank,M1,M2]C Standard

5000K NO MCP0260W27V50K[D,B,W][Blank,M1,M2]C Standard

4000K YES MCP0260W27V40K[D,B,W][Blank,M1,M2]DC Standard

5000K YES MCP0260W27V50K[D,B,W][Blank,M1,M2]DC Standard

30W 120-277V

45W 120-277V

60W 120-277V
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MESTER LED Lamp & Fixture Limited Warranty 
MESTER LED Limited and MESTER Lighting Cooperation (together referred to as the “Company”), 
warrant their products, include LED lamps and fixtures, to be free from manufacturing defects in 
material and workmanship for the stated Warranty period, subject to the terms provided in this 
Warranty. This warranty extends to the original purchaser only and is not transferable to anyone 
who purchases the Product from the original purchaser. 

Terms and Conditions 
If the product is determined to have failed during the warranty period, the company will, in its sole 
discretion, (i) repair the product or defective part, (ii) replace with the same or a functionally 
equivalent product or part. For purposes of clarity, the Company shall not be responsible for the 
labor or other costs or expenses to remove, repair or install any defective, repaired or replaced 
product. 

The Warranty period begins on the date of original shipment; if a product is replaced or repaired 
under this Warranty, the period does not start over, but the Warranty period for the replacement 
product maintains the Warranty period of the original product. For different categories of the 
products the warranty period is defined as below: 

Premium: Ten (10) years categories—with no more than 12 consecutive hours of use during 
a 24-hour period. 

 Area & Site: MAL02, MAL06
 Flood Light: MFD05, MFD09
 High Bay: MHB05

Standard: Five (5) years categories—with no more than 12 consecutive hours of use during 
a 24-hour period. 

 Wall Pack: MWP01, MWP02, MWP03, MWP05, MWP06, MWP07, MPW08, MWP10
 Road Light: MRL01
 Dusk To Dawn: MDD01
 Flood Light: MFD03, MFD07, MFD08, MFD09
 Landscape: MLS01, MLS02
 Bollard: MBL01
 Canopy: MCP02, MCP03, MCP05
 High Bay: MHB02, MHB03, MHB04
 Linear High Bay: MLH01, MLH03
 Linear Fixture: MLF02
 Vapor Tight: MVT02, MVT03
 Post Top: MPL01
 Sports Light: MSL01
 LED Lamp: All series

Basic: Five (5) years categories—with no more than 8 consecutive hours of use during a 
24-hour period.

 High Bay: MHB06



 Dusk To Dawn: DD03
 Flood Light: FD03E

This Warranty does not apply to any of the following situations: 
 Products that have been improperly modified, adjusted or repaired after leaving Company’s

premises
 Products that have been subjected to misuse, mishandling, misapplication or accident
 Products that are damaged due to improper configuration, design and/or layout
 Products that are damaged due to improper installation or connection
 Products used in an inappropriate location or in environmental conditions (temperature,

humidity, moisture, etc.) outside the normal specified range
 Products used in connection with any components, devices or systems other than those

explicitly approved as compatible with Company’s products and listed on Company’s website
 Electrical power surges and spikes
 Damage from lightning, high winds, hail, flooding, tornado, fire or other “acts of god”
 Products that have been used in any manner or for any purpose that is not consistent with

Company’s Product Specification Sheets.

Warranty Claim 
For warranty claim, contact your vendor for further instruction. 

The Company reserves the right to examine the installation site and examine and test all products 
under claim of Warranty to evaluate proper configuration, design, layout, installation and usage; 
determine the cause of failure; and make a determination whether the product is covered under 
this Warranty. If Company determines, in Company’s sole discretion, that the claim is within the 
terms and conditions of this Warranty, Company will either repair the product, or provide the same 
replacement or functionally equivalent product. 




